Congratulations to Dr Yomi Babatunde (PhD, Class of 2015) and Professor Low Sui Pheng, whose co-authored paper, presented at the 19th International Conference on ISO and TQM (19-ICIT), has won the Best Paper Award.

The title of the paper is: “Cross-cultural management and TQM implementation through ISO 9001: Findings from Chinese firms in the Nigerian construction industry”.

Organized jointly by APBEST Academy, Kenya Institute of Management and Emerald Publisher, the 19-ICIT was held at the Safari Park Hotel, Nairobi between 7-9 April 2015 with the theme: “TQM for National Development – the African Way”.
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Lecturer, School of Construction Economics & Management, U. of the Witwatersrand, S. Africa.
Prof. Sui-Pheng Low
Professor of Building, National U. of Singapore.
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